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For a very brief moment in our country’s history, we were united. Republicans, Democrats, Liberals, Conservatives, Blacks, and Whites. All were disgusted by the video showing a psychopathic cop murdering a handcuffed suspect while three other cops watched. The murder of George Floyd was soon politicized by groups that had little interest in national unity. Reflecting on racism and police reform has been hijacked by groups that aren’t interested in reform but rather in “fundamentally changing” our society. These groups and many of those rioting in the streets want to destroy our society, our educational systems, our means of governing, and our economic system.

The FAKE NEWS reports ad nauseam on the “demonstrations and civil disobedience”, but the riots in the streets with looting and killing over 100 people in Chicago were shot last weekend and 14 were murdered—over 90% were black on black shootings, are not in any way civil disobedience or an exercise of conscience. The liberal deep state has seen 60 years and 12 trillion dollars of the great society go up in smoke. The majority of our country’s largest cities have been run by liberal Democratic mayors for over 60 years. These programs have been an abysmal failure gutting the Black culture and society of its greatest assets the black family only 30% of Black children are born into a family with a mother and a father, the black churches, and the Historical Black Colleges that have been underfunded and forced to compete with highly capitalized state universities and private colleges.

Indoctrination, assimilation, and political correctness have replaced critical thinking and diverse discussion in our academies. C. S. Lewis reminded us that “education without values only makes man a more clever devil”
These devils are ferocious, but the damage, in the long run, is not the ruin in our streets or the loss of businesses and family income and wealth, but in the coerced political conformity that is required for them to be successful. These totalitarian socialists are running plays from the Karl Marx Engels—Bernstein playbook in the Communist Manifesto. In order to destroy liberal society and the institutions that define it they must destroy religion, the must destroy marriage, and they must destroy private property ownership.

Civic comity is a reflection of society’s values and our commitment to those values. The March of Western Civilization from Athens and Jerusalem to Magna Carta and the Age of Enlightenment that informed our own Declaration and Constitution has not always been perfect. “Institutional and systemic racism” and the forward march of upward mobility and equality of opportunity is available today to more people across more classes and races than at any other time in the 15,000-year modern history of man. The combination of liberty and capitalism has lifted more people of all types out of the bonds of grinding poverty than could ever be imagined by our ancestors. Racism is a disease of the hardened heart, not a communal sin. Corporate and communal penance for individual sins is inappropriate and uncalled for. In our Catholic Mass in the Penitential Confession, we acknowledge our individual Original Sin and our sins against each other and we also confess INDIVIDUALLY our personal sins against God and our fellow man. It is not man that adjudicates these transactions but God. With the forgiveness of sins comes redemption. To place any person or organization in such a position is truly a titular act. When BLM forces white people to their knees to confess their sin of “white privilege” this is an abomination…

Continue reading here…